
Love of Low Stakes Gaming
Fall 2020 with Josh Bycer @ Game-Wisdom

Intro and History: Low stakes games... 

...are based on _____________________.

...are easy for ___________ to get into. 

...have _______ or _______ violence.

...encourage personal _______________.
                                   
                                    

Benefits of low stakes games: (begins at 13 minutes)

T  /  F    Sandbox mode will punish players who don’t complete tasks. 
T  /  F    Sandbox mode is accessible to more players. 
T  /  F    Personalization will affect the gameplay.
T  /  F    Customization will affect the gameplay. 
T  /  F    Some players have made a living selling Mods in games.
T  /  F    Sandbox mode is the same as Creative mode. 
   

Game Design: (begins at 30 minutes)

Should design focus on Story or Gameplay? 

How do low stakes games usually gain popularity? 

Do Low Stakes Games need to be Low Stress? 

What are some accessibility considerations? 

What do UX and UI stand for? 

Follow-up questions? Contact Scott at Jefferson County Library, or visit game-wisdom.com

Unscramble the low stakes games! 
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Love of Low Stakes Gaming
ANSWER SHEET

Intro and History: Low stakes games... 

...are based on accomplishments.

...are easy for all ages to get into. 

...have little or no violence.

...encourage personal creativity
                                   
                                    

Benefits of low stakes games: (begins at 13 minutes)

F    Sandbox mode will punish players who don’t complete tasks. 
T    Sandbox mode is accessible to more players. 
F    Personalization will affect the gameplay.
T    Customization will affect the gameplay. 
T    Some players have made a living selling Mods in games.
F    Sandbox mode is the same as Creative mode. 

Game Design: (begins at 30 minutes)

Should design focus on Story or Gameplay? 
Either!

How do low stakes games usually gain popularity? 
Word of mouth

Do Low Stakes Games need to be Low Stress? 
Nope, stress is ok

What are some accessibility considerations? 
Color blindness, motor functions

What do UX and UI stand for? 
User experience, user interface

Unscramble the low stakes games! 

Space Camp Roblox Animal Crossing  Minecraft 

Follow-up questions? Contact Scott at Jefferson County Library, or visit game-wisdom.com


